
Maximize your performance 
leveraging advanced capture with



IRISXtract™ acts as the front end to the document/data journey into Laserfiche® . 
IRISXtract™ is not a final destination for your document images and/or extracted 
information captured. Such metadata and/or images are done from intelligent capture 
by IRISXtract™, then handed over to Laserfiche® through SDK integration. This add-on 
technology in no way replaces your Laserfiche® ECM.

Let’s start with forms. Typically, Laserfiche® forms require manual entry for initializing 
a process. While some limited data can be captured automatically, the capture part is 
limited. If this is not sufficient, the form entry remains powered by manual entry from 
documents.  Placing an intelligent capture technology in front of your processes, is just 
one of the many ways you can empower your business. Our intelligent extraction can 
initiate forms processes quickly, minimizing the number of forms used. 

Powerful features like automatic table (line-item) extraction, database look-ups, 
automatic document separation, forms initializing, and workflow assistance are just 
the tip of a capable intelligent capture technology. These tools can be extremely 
helpful and time saving. Enhance your Laserfiche® experience through intelligent 
digital capture!



Take your Laserfiche® solutions to the 
next level with IRISXtract™

Collecting and capturing paper 

and electronic documents 

accurately can be time consuming 

and resource intensive.

This is where IRISXtract™ comes into 
play. It scans, sorts, renames and 
routes documents and key indexes 
into your Laserfiche® environment.



We all know how useful Laserfiche® can be with finding data or documents 
easily. Imagine if this could be enhanced further… When Laserfiche® is 
powered with IRISXtract™, time and effort is significantly reduced. The 
added value of IRISXtract™ does not stop once the data and document 
enter Laserfiche®. Benefits of our process automation and intelligent 
capture software are enjoyed through out the life of the document.

• IRISXtract™ automatically separates and sorts your 

documents before archiving them making the entry 

to Laserfiche®  effortless

• Intelligent data capture by IRISXtract™ enriches 

data allowing you to easily find more of what you 

are looking for

• IRISXtract™ efficiently prepares and formats data for you

• IRISXtract™ improves metadata for easy to find access 

through Laserfiche®

• Tagging documents with IRISXtract™ allows you to 

enhance your searches

• IRISXtract™ is quick and easy to setup

• IRISXtract™ easily replaces repetitive tasks

• IRISXtract™ uses AI and machine learning to do more 

with the information it finds



Workflows can bottleneck where manual approval is needed. Mindful of such issues, 

IRISXtract™ can apply any number of rules/conditions to any situation. This awareness can 

help you with your different workflows in many ways. First, our data insights gives you an 

advantage with your Laserfiche® workflows. Secondly, IRISXtract™ can reduce the lifetime 

of a document in a workflow by placing it dynamically where it needs to be using what it 

understands about the document. This results in faster workflow lifecycles. Thirdly, 

IRISXtract™ can help you achieve shorter workflows due to the fact it can replace many 

tasks generated inside of your workflow.

IRISXtract™ LF

Identify document and 

capture necessary meta and 

para data

Using rules and conditions, 

key Laserfiche® fields are 

collected or updated

Expedited workflow 

completion, reducing user 

interaction

FASTER WORKFLOWS

IRISXtract™ has the capability of tagging 

your documents. With Intelli-Tags, you 

can easily find and sort what you need 

faster inside of Laserfiche®.

IRIS Insights help you rapidly retrieve and 

visualize data in a new way. Insights 

include field classification, pdf tags, 

statistics, database information, and 

document analytics outside of the data 

captured. 

Detects the appropriate 

stage to insert document in 

your Laserfiche®workflow(s)

DATA   PDF   



Modernize data through highly scalable solutions with powerful 
capture and compressed PDFs can provide easily accessible 
information connecting communities with digital access.

Reduce costs and enhance staff productivity with the removal of 
manual entry. With high-speed scan client tools, easily sort, classify, 
and index incoming transcripts, records, and more with power.

Easily safeguard patient/medical information in a protected manner 
by identifying the document’s level of sensitivity. Generate faster 
approvals as well as in-depth productivity insight for your reporting. 

Deliver enhanced business and optimize operational benefits. 
Receive and send instant inventory/supply chain information 
access within seconds and improve your data’s integrity.

Eliminates the need for manual form completion. Expedites claims 
processing and policy underwriting workflows through a 
streamlined / automated approval process.



Supports up to four simultaneous 
connections per user. 

Automatically inherits user 
properties and permissions

Production Ready Laserfiche® Approved

Write Metadata to any pre-existing Laserfiche® Template

PDF creation comes with all Standard PDF options or Compressed 
PDF (50x) capabilities using IRIS patented iHQC™ compression

Customize Folder (or Subfolder) & File names
inside Laserfiche®, based on any combination of IRIS Captured
Values, User Tokens, Condition Rules, and much more

Every IRISPowerscan™ export includes optional conditions also known 
as conditional identification. This process allows every export 
performed to only execute if/when the condition is met. Jobs involved 
with a workflow no longer need to start at the beginning. IRISXtract™
dynamically identifies each export for Laserfiche®. This process 
removes most bottlenecks experienced in a workflow.



Laserfiche® Landing Page
Take your Laserfiche® to the next level with IRISXtract™: scan, sort, 
rename and route documents and key indexes into your 
Laserfiche® environment.

irisdatacapture.com/irisxtract-laserfiche-connector

laserfiche.com/marketplace/intelligent-document-capture-from-irisxtract

irisdatacapture.com/try-and-trust

Intelligent Information Management
Document understanding & process automation 
solutions. Take control of your data, speed up your 
processes. irisdatacapture.com

Want to learn more?
Let us know if you want to see more, setup a demo, or answer 
any of your questions. irisdatacapture.com/contact-us

https://irisdatacapture.com/
https://www.laserfiche.com/marketplace/intelligent-document-capture-from-irisxtract
https://irisdatacapture.com/try-and-trust
https://irisdatacapture.com/
https://irisdatacapture.com/contact-us/

